The Alabama Cooperative Extension System Video and Satellite Technology Unit can meet your multimedia needs.

Video & Satellite Technology Unit
17 Duncan Hall Annex
Auburn University, Alabama 36849
Phone: (334) 844-1599
Fax: (334) 844-1773

For more information
Contact Mario Lightfoote
at lightmc@auburn.edu
or visit our Web site at
www.aces.edu/extcomm/satellite/

How Extension Video & Satellite Technology Works for You
We Can Help You

- Scan photographs and slides
- Build electronic presentations
- Record narration for electronic presentations
- Create graphs, charts, and graphics
- Convert videotape to digital files for the Web
- Compile county video reports for local meetings
- Duplicate videotapes or CDs
- Deliver instruction over satellite or on the Web
- Produce instructional videotapes, CDs, or DVDs
- Find videotape footage
- Coordinate projects with campus educational television

Ask us about other projects we can help you with.

Video & Satellite Technology Unit

Multimedia Lab

The unit’s capabilities are anchored in a broadcast-quality, on-location, field, studio, and postproduction environment, which is interfaced with the campus educational television network. Computer-based digital multimedia is delivered via the high-speed multimedia servers on the Auburn University campus.

Video Production

The unit has a full-service studio and live broadcast production facility including a three-camera video production studio, professional Betacam SP A-B editing equipment, an off-line edit suite, and hardwired access to the University Uplink Facility. Field offices have access to all satellite productions.

Video Master Tape Library

The unit maintains cataloged Extension-related stock video footage that can be incorporated into any of our media products. This footage is available in various formats by request. If specific footage is needed, our staff can acquire it by requesting it through a consortium of Extension video producers or by scheduling an on-location shoot with a videographer.